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BOOK SYNOPSIS
April: Confident and focused, shes on a fast track to own the most prestigious sports
medicine clinic on the East Coast. She has no time for interruptions if shes going to
stick to the timetable she has set for herself. But in a single passing moment, she
runs into one mighty big distraction, one that could set her heart on another path.
Ryne: He knew the owners of the New York Rockets expected him to be healed and
ready for spring training in six months. But why rehab at a clinic run by a woman?
What did women know about the importance of sports to men who lived and
breathed the game? April Stevens felt her spirit rise to the challenge when she saw
the skepticism in Ryne Andersons eyes. The baseball players career is in her hands
and he obviously doesnt think shes the right person for the job. Let the games begin.
Ryne reluctantly agrees to put his career in Aprils hands. But as he works to return
to the starting line-up, it soon becomes clear to him that he wants more than just a
doctor-patient relationship. Will it stay a cat-and-mouse game, each reluctant to
admit how they feel about the other, as baseball season approaches? Or will Stealing
Aprils Heart become the most important part in winning the most crucial game of all
-- love?
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